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HTML

CSS

Traveling
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Repairing Laptops & Smart Phones

UI/UX Designer

Figma

Sketch

Adobe xD

VS Code

Atlanta, GA, USA

+1 404 - 604 - 9214

rafailapatov@gmail.com

rafaelsportfoliosite.com

SUMMARY

EDUCATION

PROJECTS

Passionate and innovative UI/UX Designer, dedicated to creating visually 
compelling and user-friendly applications with clear-cut designs and 
professional color schemes. A recent graduate with a keen eye for clean 
and intuitive design, seeking internships or entry-level positions to apply 
creative skills, contribute to impactful projects, and further develop 
expertise in UI/UX design.

2023 - 2024

2015 - 2018

Career Foundry, UI/UX Design - Certificate of 
Completion



           Berlin, Germany

Georgia State University Perimeter College, 
General Studies -  Associate Degree



           Atlanta, Georgia, USA

PROJECT 1

PROJECT 2

PROJECT 3

PROJECT 4

JUKE80s - FOR DETAILS CLICK HERE

EV HUB - FOR DETAILS CLICK HERE

REBOOT - FOR DETAILS CLICK HERE

CAMP FIRE - FOR DETAILS CLICK HERE

JUKE80s is an innovative mobile application meticulously crafted 
to offer users an immersive experience in the quintessential music 
of the 1980s. Targeted towards a demographic with a profound 
appreciation for the nostalgic rhythms of that era, this application 
serves as a sophisticated and interactive platform dedicated to 
the personalized streaming of 1980s music.

EV HUB is a sophisticated mobile app for electric vehicle owners, 
offering easy location of nearby EV chargers, real-time availability 
and wait times, optimized route planning with charger stops, and 
updates on charger status for efficient charging management.

REBOOT is an innovative mobile application that functions as an 
essential conduit, bridging the gap between individuals and small 
businesses in search of cost-effective, revitalized electronics, 
and firms that specialize in the refurbishment and resale of these 
products.

CampFire - state-of-the-art e-commerce application, specifically 
engineered for outdoor aficionados. It presents a streamlined, 
interactive platform for procuring outdoor gear and equipment. 
Crafted with an emphasis on user experience, CampFire 
distinguishes itself through its intuitive interface and user-
friendly operation, catering impeccably to the needs of outdoor 
enthusiasts. 

Rafael Apatov

https://rafaelsportfoliosite.com
https://www.behance.net/gallery/184842547/80s-Music-Player-App
https://www.behance.net/gallery/184842899/EvHub-App-for-finding-EV-chargers
https://www.behance.net/gallery/184842633/ReBoot-App-for-buying-selling-renewed-electronics
https://www.behance.net/gallery/184843065/CampFire-App-for-buying-camping-gear

